Effectiveness of systematically delivered evidence-based home safety promotion to improve child home safety practices: a controlled before-and-after study
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ABSTRACT

Objective Evaluate the effectiveness of systematically delivered evidence-based home safety promotion for improving child home safety practices.

Design Controlled before-and-after study.

Setting Nine electoral wards in Nottingham, UK.

Participants 361 families with children aged 2–7 months at recruitment living in four intervention wards with high health, education and social need; and 401 in five matched control wards.

Intervention Evidence-based home safety promotion delivered by health visiting teams, family mentors and children’s centres including 24 monthly safety messages; home safety activity sessions; quarterly ‘safety weeks’; home safety checklists.

Outcomes Primary: composite measure comprising having a working smoke alarm, storing poisons out of reach and having a stairgate. Secondary: other home safety practices; medically attended injuries. Parents completed questionnaires at 12 and 24 months after recruitment plus optional three monthly injury questionnaires.

Results At 24 months there was no significant difference between groups in the primary outcome (55.8% vs 48.8%; OR 1.58, 95% CI 0.98 to 2.55) or medically attended injury rates (incidence rate ratio 0.89, 95% CI 0.51 to 1.56), but intervention families were more likely to store poisons safely (OR 1.81, 95% CI 1.06 to 3.07), have a fire escape plan (OR 1.81, 95% CI 1.06 to 3.08), use a fireguard or have no fire (OR 3.17, 95% CI 1.63 to 6.16) and perform more safety practices (β 0.46, 95% CI 0.13 to 0.79).

Conclusions Systematic evidence-based home safety promotion in areas with substantial need increases adoption of some safety practices. Funders should consider commissioning evidence-based multicomponent child home safety interventions.

Trial registration number ISRCTN31210493.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC

Injuries that occur in the home contribute substantially to morbidity and mortality experienced by preschool children; there are steep social gradients in childhood home injuries, with children from disadvantaged families being at greater risk.

Multicomponent interventions have been shown to improve child home safety but are not consistently implemented.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS

A multicomponent preschool child home safety intervention led to significantly more families storing poisons safely, having fire escape plans and adopting more home safety practices.

Multiple imputation, but not complete case analysis, showed the intervention to significantly increase the primary outcome (working smoke alarm; safe poison storage; having a stairgate) at 24 months’ follow-up.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY

Funders should consider commissioning evidence-based multicomponent preschool child home safety interventions; large-scale evaluations are needed to investigate their impact on injury occurrence.

INTRODUCTION

Unintentional injuries are responsible for substantial morbidity and mortality in children aged 0–5 years, resulting in an annual average of 370 000 emergency department attendances, 40 000 hospital admissions and 55 deaths in England in 2012–2016.1 Childhood injuries disproportionately affect disadvantaged families or those living in deprived areas.2,3 Other risk factors include male gender, living in a single-parent household, having a younger mother and a larger number of siblings.2,4 Most injuries to preschool children occur in the home and are preventable1; the most common avoidable causes for medical attendance are falls, accidental or suspected accidental poisonings and scalds.1 Such injuries can lead to severe and long-lasting physical and psychological effects2 and may adversely impact families.3

Child injury risk can be reduced through home modifications and undertaking a range of safety practices; providing education and supplying and fitting some safety equipment improves home safety9 and can reduce injury-related hospital admissions.10 The practices associated with the best evidence for child injury risk reduction (and whose uptake is improved through educational intervention) are: having a fitted and working smoke alarm; storing household poisons (cleaning products and...
medications) out of children’s reach; and having a stairgate (also known as a safety gate) on stairs.4-9 11-14 The impact of other safety practices on reducing injuries is less clear, although evidence indicates that educational interventions can improve uptake of a range of safety practices.9

In England and Wales the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) recommends that health and social care services provide safety advice and consider assessing home safety or providing safety equipment to families whose children are at increased risk of injury.15 However, despite evidence that such interventions improve safety practices,9 they are not implemented consistently or systematically.16

This study aimed to assess the effectiveness of systematically delivered evidence-based home safety promotion with the aim of improving child home safety practices for families with high levels of health, educational and social need, living in urban areas.17

METHODS

Design

A non-randomised controlled before-and-after design was used for intervention evaluation. The intervention was delivered in four electoral areas (‘wards’) in Nottingham City (which consists of 20 wards), UK. These wards had been chosen, prior to this study being designed, by the Small Steps Big Changes (SSBC) programme, which works towards giving all children the best possible start in life and is funded by The National Lottery Community Fund ‘A Better Start’ programme.18 The wards were chosen due to having high levels of health, education and social need; and large numbers of children younger than 5 years. Comparisons were made between families living in these wards and those living in five matched control wards who received usual care. Control and intervention wards were matched first by rate of emergency department injury presentation by 0–5 year-olds,19 second by income deprivation affecting children and, third, by minimising health visitor service case load overlap. Five matched control wards were selected, rather than four, due to intervention wards being larger than control wards; hence, one of the intervention wards was matched to two control wards.

Participants

Participants were parents or carers of children aged 2–7 months at recruitment. Eligible participants were identified using a community healthcare database and were sent postal participation invitations. The study was also promoted verbally by primary care workers and through posters and social media. Multiple participant retention strategies were used (online supplemental material S1).

There were three participant cohorts. Cohort 1 was recruited in September 2017, cohort 2 in March 2018 and cohort 3 in September 2018.

Intervention

The intervention, called Stay One Step Ahead (SOSA), was delivered as part of the SSBC programme. SOSA was coproduced by parents, researchers and practitioners and was based on the NICE principles of behaviour change for individual-level interventions.20 SOSA had multiple evidence-based9 21 components: 24 unique monthly safety messages distributed using flyers, quizzes and posters; home safety activities for families; home safety checklists for health visiting teams for 9–12 and 24–30 months’ child health reviews; eight activities included in a structured manual for use by family mentors (community members with experience of parenting), completed with parents during home visits from birth to 3 years; and educational ‘safety weeks’ for families delivered four times per year by children’s centre staff. These ‘safety weeks’ included information on how best to reduce risk from four common causes of childhood injuries: poisons, scalds, fires and falls.1 Health visiting teams, children’s centre staff and family mentors received training on delivering the intervention. Families living in control areas received usual care, which involved child health reviews at 9–12 months and 24–30 months from health visiting teams (but without the SOSA home safety checklists being used), but no family mentor service, monthly safety messages or ‘safety weeks’. See figure 1 for logic model.

Questionnaires

All data were from parent-reported questionnaires (see online supplemental material S1 for strategies to improve completion

Figure 1 Logic model for the Stay One Step Ahead intervention.
rates and online supplemental material S2 for how questionnaire items related to outcomes). Home safety outcome measures were reported at recruitment (baseline), and 12 and 24-month follow-up. Additionally, families could opt to report injury data at three monthly intervals. Questionnaires were in English, and interpretation services were provided for phone completion where required. Families were thanked for questionnaire completion with gift vouchers.

Outcomes
The primary outcome was a binary composite measure reflecting whether families performed all three practices associated with the best evidence for child injury risk reduction: having a working smoke alarm, storing poisons out of reach (at adult eye level or above or locked away) and either having a stairgate or no stairs at home. It was measured using questionnaires at baseline and at 12 and 24-month follow-up. Secondary outcomes were parent-reported medically attended child injuries and health services to which the child presented, and adoption of the following additional safety practices: not leaving their child alone in the bath in the past week, using a fireguard (or not having a home fire), keeping blind cords out of the reach of children, having safety catches on any windows, having a fire escape plan and always accompanying their child outside. We included families without stairs in our primary outcome analysis. As children in these families were not exposed to the risk of stairway falls, we treated them as families who had a safety gate on stairs. Excluding these families from the analysis would have reduced study power as the composite primary outcome measure required data on all three safety practices. We treated those with no fires in the same way that we treated those with no stairs to be consistent across analyses.

Post hoc analysis investigated the number of safety practices performed. For all outcomes, at each follow-up time point, we compared differences between families living in intervention and control areas, adjusting for the baseline value of the outcome.

Statistical analysis
All non-injury outcomes were binary and are described as proportions; medically attended injuries and associated health service presentations are presented as rates per 100 participant-years. All primary and secondary outcomes were analysed using multilevel regression with family observations at level 1, and wards in which the families lived at level 2 to control for clustering at ward level and family-level and area-level covariates.22 Logistic regression was used to assess safety practice adoption, including the primary outcome, at 12 and 24-month follow-up comparing families in the intervention wards with control families. Poisson regression or negative binomial regression (if likelihood ratio tests indicated overdispersion) was used to assess injury and associated health service presentation rates over 0–12 month and 13–24 months’ follow-up. Linear regression was used for post hoc analysis of total number of adopted safety practices.

All models included a fixed effect term indicating the relevant pair or trio of matched wards to account for homogeneity within matched areas. Where the relevant outcome was measured at baseline (the only secondary safety practice outcome measured at baseline was supervised bathing due to the age of children at recruitment) models also controlled for this; for the Poisson models, this was the event rate in the 3 months prior to baseline. All models were also adjusted for variables which differed significantly between the groups at baseline (assessed using Wilcoxon rank-sum or \( \chi^2 \) tests as appropriate), which significantly predicted the outcome, or which altered the regression coefficient for the intervention by at least 10% at 12 or 24-month follow-up. Where models failed to converge, the matched ward term was removed.

In additional analyses, multiple imputation using chained equations was conducted to impute values for missing data at 12 and 24-month follow-up in all participants who completed the baseline questionnaire. Fifty data sets were generated and results for analysis of all primary and secondary outcomes were pooled. All analyses were conducted using STATA V.17 (Stata Statistical Software, Stata, Texas, USA).

Sample size
It was assumed, based on previous research,23 that 54% of control ward homes would have the primary outcome. To achieve 80% power with a two-tailed significance level of 5%, a sample of 237 families in the intervention group and 237 in the control group would be required to detect a 13% difference between groups for the primary outcome. The sample size was not inflated to account for clustering as the intraclass correlation coefficient for electoral ward-level smoke alarm ownership was previously found to be <0.00001,24 hence the design effect is effectively 1. Population estimates indicated there to be 1047 children aged under 1 year in intervention wards and 909 in control wards. Attrition rates of up to 60% were anticipated25; the recruitment target, therefore, was 400 families from intervention and 400 from control wards.

Patient and public involvement
The SOSA intervention was coproduced with parents from Nottingham City. These ‘Parent Champions’ were parents of young children, residents of the intervention wards and part of the SSBC programme. They contributed to developing parent recruitment and retention strategies, designing data collection tools, study oversight and dissemination.

RESULTS
Baseline data were collected from 361 (25% of 1447 invited) intervention and 401 control families (29% of 1394 invited); 257 (65.7%) intervention and 298 (74.3%) control families completed the 12-month questionnaire, and 233 (64.5%) intervention and 298 (74.3%) control families completed the 24-month questionnaire (see figure 2). Table 1 displays both groups’ baseline characteristics. Intervention families were significantly larger, had younger mothers and were more likely to be single-adult households and live in areas of higher material deprivation according to the Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD).26 Families who did not respond to the 12-month or 24-month questionnaire, in comparison to those who responded, were significantly larger, included younger mothers and were more likely to be single-adult households, live in areas of higher IMD and live in an intervention rather than control ward (online supplemental material S3).

Primary outcome: having a working smoke alarm, storing poisons out of reach and having a stairgate
There was no significant effect of the intervention on the primary outcome at 12 months (OR 0.98, 95% CI 0.61 to 1.56, p=0.92) or 24 months (OR 1.58, 95% CI 0.98 to 2.55, p=0.06). However, a significantly greater proportion of intervention than control families stored poisons out of reach at 24 months (OR 1.81, 95% CI 1.06 to 3.07, p=0.029).

Additional home safety practices

Families in intervention wards were significantly more likely to have a fire escape plan than families living in control wards at both 12 months (OR 1.78, 95% CI 1.08 to 2.95, p=0.025) and 24 months (OR 1.81, 95% CI 1.06 to 3.08, p=0.030). Families in intervention wards were also more likely to use a fireguard or not have a fire at both 12 months (OR 3.04, 95% CI 1.57 to 5.89, p=0.001) and 24 months (OR 3.17, 95% CI 1.63 to 6.16, p=0.001). There was no significant difference between intervention and control groups for other individual safety practices, but for most practices, more intervention families reported the safety practice than control families (see table 2).

Total number of safety practices

The total number of home safety practices, including both those comprising the primary outcome and the additional practices (maximum eight at 12-months and nine at 24 months), was significantly higher for intervention than control families at both 12 months ($\beta$ 0.34, 95% CI 0.06 to 0.63, p=0.019) and 24 months ($\beta$ 0.46, 95% CI 0.13 to 0.79, p=0.006) (see table 3).

Medically attended injury occurrence

There was no significant difference in medically attended injury rates between the two groups in year 1 (incidence rate ratio (IRR) 0.89, 95% CI 0.51 to 1.56, p=0.68) or year 2 (IRR 0.98, 95% CI 0.57 to 1.70, p=0.95), and there was no difference in associated presentations to health services (table 3).

Multiple imputation analysis

The multiple imputation analysis (MIA) found intervention families were significantly more likely to report the primary outcome than control families at 24 months (OR 1.75, 95% CI 1.12 to 2.73, p=0.014). All other non-significant complete case analysis findings remained non-significant, and all significant findings in the complete case analysis remained significant, in the MIA.

DISCUSSION

We found that significantly more intervention families stored household poisons out of reach at 24 months, had fire escape plans and either used fireguards or did not have fires at 12 and 24 months; but there was no significant difference in the primary home safety outcome (had a working smoke alarm, stored poisons out of reach and had either a stairgate or no stairs at home), other safety practices or the rate of medically attended injuries. Post hoc analysis found that intervention families undertook more safety practices than control families at 12 and 24 months. MIA found more intervention families had the primary outcome at 24 months.

The study recruitment rate was reasonable (27% of those invited) and retention rates were higher than the 60% predicted (figure 1), despite some data collection occurring during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. Study retention may have been facilitated by Parent Champion involvement in the design of the intervention and Parent Champion-informed multiple retention strategies. A further study strength is the intervention being evidence based and adhering to recommended behaviour change principles. Outcomes were parent reported and therefore may have been affected by performance bias, although we have no evidence that this differed between groups. We specifically asked families if they had a plan for how to get out of the house if there is a fire, but it is possible that some families mistook knowledge of how to escape for having an escape plan. However, there is no reason to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Control group (n=401)</th>
<th>Intervention group (n=361)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child age (months)</td>
<td>4.6 [4]</td>
<td>4.6 [7]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child gender (% male)</td>
<td>191 (48.2%) [5]</td>
<td>181 (50.4%) [2]</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children (under 16) living in household</td>
<td>2 [2]</td>
<td>2 [3]</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal age at birth of first child</td>
<td>27 [34]</td>
<td>25 [19]</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of families with one adult per household</td>
<td>61 (15.3%) [3]</td>
<td>96 (26.7%) [1]</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) 2019</td>
<td>34.3 [6]</td>
<td>52.69 [9]</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to the nearest emergency department (km)†</td>
<td>4.86 [2]</td>
<td>4.24 [6]</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | denotes missing values.  
| *Unless otherwise specified.  
†Direct distances (not road distances) from participants’ home postcodes to the nearest emergency department were calculated using https://www.doogal.co.uk/DivingDistances.php
believe that this would have occurred differentially in the intervention and control groups. Additionally, attrition was greater in the intervention than control group (figure 1), which was unsurprising given that intervention group families were more socio-economically disadvantaged.₂₈ We found some differences in baseline characteristics between responders and non-responders, finding similar results to the complete case analysis, but also finding a significant effect on the primary outcome to follow-up questionnaires. However, our MIA accounted for missing data, finding similar results to the complete case analysis, but also finding a significant effect on the primary outcome to follow-up questionnaires.

Our findings of intervention group families being more likely to store poisons safely, have a fire escape plan and conduct more safety practices are consistent with previous evaluations of educational interventions.₉ ₃₀–₃₃  The prevalence of working smoke alarms and stairgates was not affected by the intervention. Studies describing interventions successfully promoting these practices have involved provision of, or improving access to, safety equipment alongside educational approaches.₃₄–₃₈

Possible explanations for the observed intervention effect on safety practices include: (i) safer home environments perceived by participants, (ii) a reduction in home visits to the intervention group, (iii) physical activity time increased among participants in the intervention group. Alternatively, participants became more likely to submit data using email than post during national ‘lockdown’ periods, which may have affected response rates.²₉

Three participants (1% of the participants) who were randomised into the intervention group in 2020 had missing data. Two of these participants were randomised into the intervention group in 2021, where the rest of the participants were randomised to receive the intervention in 2020. The remaining 2 participants were randomised to receive the intervention in 2020. These participants were randomised to receive the intervention in 2021. For these participants, the missing data was imputed for the safety practices at 24 months using the original safety practices at 12 months and the corresponding baseline variable (where collected) for each outcome; and the matched wards factor. The model controlled for: number of siblings under the age of 16 years; maternal age at the time of birth of the first child; the Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) of the home postcode, whether the family lived in a single-adult household; the corresponding baseline variable (where collected) for each outcome; and the matched wards factor. The model did not converge. ‘Matched wards’ factor removed, and the model converged.
funding for the scheme ceased prior to the study starting, terminating this key source of free safety equipment.

Baseline smoke alarm prevalence in our study was higher than expected at 92%. When we designed the study in 2014, 88% of households in England had a working smoke alarm (https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/fire-prevention-and-protection-statistics-england-april-2020-to-march-2021). Previous research had found large inequalities in smoke alarm ownership with prevalence being at least 9% lower for families receiving means-tested benefits, living in rented accommodation or single-parent households, with younger mothers or from ethnic minority groups. Given the area-level deprivation of study intervention wards, and lack of contemporaneous smoke alarm ownership data for the study population, it was not unreasonable at the time of study design to expect to achieve a demonstrable increase in smoke alarm ownership. However, legislative changes enacted after design of the study (https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/1693) mandating smoke alarm installation in rented accommodation are likely to have contributed to the higher-than-expected smoke alarm prevalence.

It is always difficult to disentangle the key components in multicomponent interventions, and this is true of the SOSA intervention. It is possible that some components were more effective than others. However, it is also possible that it is the package of components, rather than individual components, that produced the observed effect. Indeed, there is evidence that home safety interventions with more components can be more effective than those with fewer.

It is unsurprising that our complete case analysis found no significant effect of the intervention on injury rates as it was not powered to do so. This is consistent with findings of previous systematic reviews, which highlight the challenge of assessing intervention impact on injury rates because of the large sample sizes required.

**CONCLUSION**

Systematic evidence-based home safety promotion for families with high levels of need improves some safety practices and total number of safety practices. Funders should consider commissioning evidence-based multicomponent child home safety interventions. Funders should also consider commissioning safety equipment schemes alongside multicomponent interventions because the most effective home safety interventions are those that provide access to free or low-cost safety equipment in addition to educational approaches. This is especially relevant for disadvantaged families who may struggle to prioritise purchasing equipment. Further large-scale evaluations are required to explore the effect of multicomponent interventions on injury occurrence.
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